Molecular modeling, design, synthesis, and biological evaluation of novel 3',4'-dicamphanoyl-(+)-cis-khellactone (DCK) analogs as potent anti-HIV agents.
Our current studies aimed at developing new potential anti-AIDS drug candidates have focused on the design and synthesis of new DCK analogs with improved molecular water solubility. Based on the structures and biodata of previous DCK analogs, 3D-QSAR studies have been performed which resulted in two reliable computational models, CoMFA and CoMSIA, with r(2) values of 0.995 and 0.987, and q(2) values of 0.662 and 0.657, respectively. In accord with these 3D-QSAR models, 15 new DCK analogs with polar functional groups at the 3-position were subsequently designed, synthesized, and evaluated against HIV-1 replication in H9 and MT4 cell lines. New DCK analogs 3b, 3c, 4b, 4c, 6a, 7c, and 9a showed promising potency with EC(50) values ranging from 0.09 to 0.0002 microM in both assays. Meanwhile, these promising compounds also showed a wide range of predicted logP values from 0.90 to 5.19, which increased the probability of identifying anti-HIV drug candidates from this class of compounds for clinical trials. Furthermore, both experimental and predicted values matched well, corroborating the reliability of the established 3D-QSAR models.